
Ravenfell Chronicles Origins: The Lord of Death 

Chapter One: The Original Sin 

The piercing cry of a newborn broke the unsettling stillness of that dark, forbidden land. In any other 

place, such a sound would be as common as the wind or rain. But this sound was so distinctly unnatural 

and out of place there that it felt as if the entire world was repulsed by, and in fact, almost visibly 

withdrew from the offending noise. Yet the realm’s oppressive darkness didn’t retreat for long. A new 

life being created here was a violation, and those found responsible would pay the ultimate price.  

The parents were powerful practitioners of the dark arts. Even more notably, they were Ravenfells, a 

family name that usually brought reverence and even deference from the world of the dead. Yet not 

even the command of a Ravenfell could dissuade the spirits’ judgment at what they’d done. They were 

warned once when they first conceived this child in the same world. They were to leave before the new 

life was born so as not to taint the world of death further with such a poisonous presence. They were 

told the consequences, yet they didn’t heed the warning. So the first cries of the newborn babe brought 

the judgment promised.  

They couldn’t leave, or so the couple insisted. The world of the living was changing. There was no place 

for magic anymore, and the mortals were making certain to burn every last vestige from existence. 

Vesparah Ravenfell and her lover Dralith were born with magic as part of them. They would be hunted 

no matter where they hid, except for here in the Netherworld, where mortals couldn’t tread. But the 

spirits wouldn’t accept their excuses. To spirits already dead, the threat of possible death wasn’t 

altogether concerning, so the Ravenfell pleas fell on deaf ears.  

There was no active effort to expel them during the months of pregnancy. The spirits simply gave their 

warning then retreated. But the birth of this new life changed it all in moments. As Dralith leaned in to 

snip the umbilicus, the dark haze of the underworld rapidly grew solid with the amassing millions of dark 

raging specters. The secluded glade they sheltered in became a dome of frenzied shadows, gazing down 

at them with uncounted multitudes of burning red eyes.  

“You have defiled the purity of this world,” a million ghastly voices cried in horrifying unity. “You were 

warned. You will suffer the consequences.” 

One by one, the plague of spirits descended, their spectral forms tearing through the bodies of the 

judged. Every spirit extracted a piece from each of the Ravenfells’ souls, feeding upon it to savor the 

moments of life which went into creating them. Piece by piece, the spirits of Dralith and Vesparah 

Ravenfell were obliterated from existence completely. As promised, they were given a fate worse than 

death for their transgression, nothingness. When the howling of the black storm and the screams of the 

stricken finally died, all that remained was the whimpers of an orphaned newborn babe. 

He was a child, unlike anything that ever existed. This uniqueness, perhaps, is partially what stayed the 

spirits’ wrath. He was a Ravenfell, a sacred family line held as nearly regal among the world of the dead. 

For some of the spirit judges, that was enough to hesitate. But he was so much more than that. He was 

life born in death. He was conceived and born into the Netherworld. If that wasn’t enough of a mark of 

death upon the boy, in his first moments, he also watched his parents murdered by the very spirits of 

the dead who weighed his fate now.  



For some factions, that combined with his innocence deemed him free of punishment. But for the other 

side, that same information was what damned him. He was a violation of the natural order. If he was 

allowed to grow, there was no telling what would be unleashed upon either world. A stalemate grew as 

to what should be done with this peculiar baby boy.   

The whirling unity of the spirits broke down into factions. Their combined voice of multitudes 

fragmented as well, joining with others of similar thought until the darkness around that clearing raged 

with spiritual contention on all sides.  

“He’s too dangerous,” a dark hissing threat declared. “Erase him like his parents, so no one will ever 

know of the desecration.” 

“He’s innocent,” a calmer, more subdued faction echoed.  

“No life is innocent against death. All life fights against it. No life truly accepts death. This child was 

guilty the very moment he drew breath.” The words were angry, and the volume neared half the 

gathering.   

“He didn’t choose to draw breath here. Should he be punished for the sins of his parents?” 

“Why do we discuss guilt when prudence should be our guide? Do we not remember Dorga?” a sterner 

toned shadow group demanded. “Whoever is guilty is of no matter. The true concern is the danger he 

now presents to our world.” 

“Expel him to the world of the living. Do not punish him,” the less vehement side offered.  

“Hahaha,” the stern faction laughed. Its volume had grown. Their argument had clearly gained an 

increased following. “He’s a Ravenfell with the full freedom to walk back into our world whenever he 

chooses thanks to that wretched bird’s bargain. That damnable spirit creature is responsible for all of 

this, allowing the living to pass freely across the veil. We cannot banish this infant forever as long as the 

pact is kept. There’s only one option. The infant must be destroyed.” The certainty of so many combined 

thoughts bent towards destroying the child darkened even the shadow of the Netherworld around the 

wiggling pink figure.   

“Perhaps a new pact can be made.” 

“But how?” 

“Summon the Gatekeeper. Summon the Raven King!” 
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